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Poster: “Identifying Terrorist Affiliations through Social Network Analysis
Using Data Mining Techniques”
Govand Ali

In a world in which, not only since the fall of Twin Towers in New York on 9/11/2001,
local ideologically inspired warfare becomes global all too quickly, terrorist groups like Al
Quaeda and ISIS (Daesh) have successfully used modern computing technology and social
networking environments to disperse their message, recruit new members, and plot attacks. This
is especially true for such platforms as Twitter and encrypted mobile apps like Telegram or the
clandestine Anrawi. Early detection of such activity is crucial to event prevention, and in recent
years, data mining techniques have become increasingly important in the fight against the spread
of global terrorist activity.
This study employs data mining tools to mine Twitter for terrorist organizing vocabulary
and to pinpoint, through the analysis of (admittedly spotty) tweet metadata, the most likely
geographical location and connected identities behind the user accounts from which organizing
or post-event information is disseminated.
To accomplish this goal, I use R code and the twitteR package to connect through the
existing Twitter API in order to validate a relevant word/ search term list. I then determine, by
“most likely” frequency counts and wordclouds, the number of kMeans clusters into which to
separate the linguistic uses of these words and, by virtue of association, their user accounts. I
investigate these user accounts with network graphs using R, NodeXL, and Gephi, which
produce of the user network as the final step.
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One challenge to my approach has been the meaningful extraction of Arabic terms in R,
which has required UTF-8 workarounds; another is the temporary nature of social network
activity, in which user accounts change frequently and tweets can be deleted at any time. For
this poster, I will use data collected on 03/22/2016, the date of a major ISIS suicide bombing
attack in the city of Brussels, Belgium.
In the poster, augmented by a real-time demonstration, I will show how a dynamic
analysis of live Twitter streams produces results that may potentially be relevant to national and
international law enforcement efforts.
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